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The Script
These videos have shown you powerful ways to transform your presentations and
leave audiences clamoring to buy.
We discussed how many presenters blow deals with lousy, unfocused, forgettable
presentations. Presentations where audiences miss up to 92% of the information
presented. Presentations that, instead of making successful sales, leave opportunities
on the table, or in the trash can.
At this point, you know your presentation needs a crystal clear message framed within
a narrative structure, delivered via tightly integrated script and visuals.
The question is, how do you do that?
The answer is consistent application of the right knowledge with the right tools.
And the Power Presentation Pack is designed from the ground up to give you both.
You’ll start with the course: Designing Presentations that Sell.
In it, you’ll pick up right where we left off with this video series. We’ll teach you
practical, actionable ways to use Microsoft PowerPoint to build dynamic, visually
powerful imagery that supports your message. You’ll learn to use animations and
transitions to present compelling data in an appealing, easily understood graphical
form.
As you learn, you’ll take advantage of the second part of the Power Presentation Pack:
the Slide2Script tool, a powerful PowerPoint add-in that helps you write excellent
scripts that integrate your story with your compelling visuals to make powerful
presentations.
Along with these videos you also received the Slide2Script add-in. If you’ve already
used it, you know how it does all the work of compiling a usable script template from
your PowerPoint file, with the push of a button, letting you focus on making the most
powerful presentation you can.
Act now and we'll add in a third bonus – a copy of the award winning book,
“Successful Speaking Secrets: Quick Reference.” It’s a vital resource for any presenter
who wants to master the art of persuasive speaking – and it's yours free with this offer
while supplies last.

You’ve followed the course this far. You know how valuable it is. Take the next logical
step and invest in the Power Presentation Pack. You’ll get your money back from the
sales you make with your very next presentation. You can’t find better value than that.
And you won’t be alone.
The materials you’ll find from the Presentation Power Pack have been used by some of
the most successful companies in their industries. Companies like Mercer, Rockwell
Collins, and Bibby Financial Services.
Just listen to these excited testimonials from satisfied customers who have used the
principles you’ll learn in the Presentation Power Pack.
Rick Holinshead, a Senior Partner at Mercer, said “Your program is a religion in this
company.”
Mark Taylor, Director of Business Development at Rockwell Collins, said “We saw an
immediate improvement in audience engagement. Simply put, we make better
presentations.”
And dozens more satisfied customers have expressed their pleasure with the skills
they’ve learned, calling our lessons “practical,” “full of useful tips” and “thought
provoking.” As a result, they’ve said their presentations have “boosted sales,” “been
more effective,” and “contributed to us winning business.”
And you have nothing to lose. We'll back your investment up with a money back
guarantee, in the unlikely event that you're not satisfied. You can keep everything you
ordered, too. There’s literally no risk.
Sold separately the book, online course and PowerPoint add-in retail for $179.00. But
until the timer runs out, you can get all three as the Power Presentation Pack for the
phenomenal price of just $97.00. Just $97.00 for a program built from years of
experience making presentations, distilled by many man-months of effort into a
pointed, powerful package. All the material has been designed by Chris Davidson, a
Founding Patron of EVCOM and Fellow of the Professional Speaking Association,
responsible for educating thousands of successful presenters on the science and
psychology of making sales presentations.

But you only have until the timer runs out! The time to decide is now. If you don’t act
right now, you’ll miss the opportunity to enroll in the practical, pointed Designing
Presentations that Sell course. You won’t get expert guidance on making stunning
visuals a part of every presentation you make; you’ll lose Slide2Script, a workhorse
tool for tightly integrating those visuals into your script; and you’ll miss out on
“Successful Speaking Secrets: Quick Reference,” an invaluable guide to speaking
persuasively.
The clock is ticking down. When it runs out, this valuable combination pack offer runs
out with it. Invest now to avoid losing this rapidly closing window of opportunity to
turn your future presentations into powerful, persuasive pieces that convert prospects
into paying customers.
Act now, before the clock runs out, or miss out!
Start designing presentations that sell today!

